GSA Office Furniture Assembly Service Launched By Furniture
Assembly Experts
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Furniture Assembly Experts was established in 2013, they are one of the fastest growing,
widely-popular and highly-recommended assembly service providers of Washington DC, Maryland,
and Northern Virginia. They offer comprehensive furniture assembly, disassembly, and moving help
at affordable ratesLanham md, United States - May 29, 2016 /MarketersMedia/ -- One of USA's
fastest growing furniture assembly company, Furniture Assembly Experts launches GSA furniture
assembly service ; a service designed to assemble to facilitate the assembly of GSA approved office
furniture. Furniture Assembly Experts' main objective of this service is to seek the decentralization of
furnishing at the general service administration (GSA).
Furniture Assembly Experts' this move will not only benefit them, but it will give huge benefits to
other furniture assembly servicing companies as well because through this decentralization, the
furniture companies and the furniture assembly service providers' business will grow as they would
be able to supply furniture assembly services to GSA as well as to the US government entities; this
act will also ultimately create better employment opportunities and more jobs in the furniture
industry.
"Furniture Assembly Experts is seeking the decentralization of furnishing at the general service
administration (GSA). A move that will allow furniture assembly businesses to compete in the US
government furnishing industry against prime contractor holders. That move will also enhance the
creation of stable employment at the local and state level. The furniture industry has evolved
including now the furniture assembly industry and so should the system by which the government
buys furniture for each of its agencies", stated the spokesperson of Furniture Assembly Experts,
while talking about the reason behind their initiative of launching GSA office furniture assembly
service.
Very few furniture suppliers and furniture assembly service providers know that the government and
the GSA furniture installation costs more than it could cost them, with decentralization the monopoly
of the government furnishing contact holders will break, and with fair competition between the
contract holders, the local furniture providers and assembly service providers. The Government and
the GSA would be able to get purchased GSA furniture shipped directly to the government offices
requesting them and the furniture assembly service for a relatively lower cost on site . In short, both
the government and the local furniture industry will benefit from this decentralization.
"Furniture Assembly Experts is seeking for decentralization of furnishing at the general service
administration (GSA) because we know for a fact that decentralization will allow the GSA and the
government to save an estimated 10 - 15 % of their furnishing budget. So this means that with
decentralization, the GSA and the government can not only save money but if they want, they can
eventually replace all of their old office furniture without having to increase their furnishing budget",
stated the spokesperson of Furniture Assembly Experts.
About: Furniture Assembly Experts was established in 2013, they are one of the fastest growing,
widely-popular and highly-recommended assembly service providers of Washington DC, Maryland,
and Northern Virginia. They offer comprehensive furniture assembly, disassembly, and moving help
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at affordable rates. For more information, please go to http://www.furnitureassemblyexperts.com/
Media contact :
Furniture Assembly Experts
9418 Annapolis rd
Suite 204
Lanham md 20706
For more information about us, please visit http://www.furnitureassemblyexperts.com/Contact
Info:Name: Furniture Assembly ExpertsOrganization: Furniture Assembly ExpertsAddress: 9418
Annapolis
rd
Suite
204Source:
http://marketersmedia.com/gsa-office-furniture-assembly-service-launched-by-furniture-assembly-ex
perts/117151Release ID: 117151
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